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The film stars the South Indian theatre and television actress Uma Sharma as the main protagonist. The film was directed by
Anees Bazmee and released on 13 October 2011. Like Murder, it was a commercial success grossing 150 million. Plot A video,
shot on a cellphone camera, that had been made by a man's video camera phone, surfaced on social media sites. The mobile
phone footage was of two young schoolchildren being kidnapped, murdered, and mutilated. The footage was being circulated on
social media sites by a person claiming to be the murderer. The phone was that of an aspiring actor called Seerat. The police
believe it was a hoax and are unable to trace the origin of the footage. Akash (Akshay Kumar), an investigative journalist who is
known for his brutal and fearless reporting, is investigating the case. He is asked by his editor to go undercover and uncover the
truth behind the whole incident. Akash, who does not know Seerat, goes to his house. There, he sees his dad Ashok (Randeep
Hooda) come home, apparently to a pleasant surprise. However, after some time, Ashok stops coming out of the house. Akash
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starts looking for Ashok and finds out that Ashok has gone missing. He then starts investigating further. He finds out that the
victim of the crime was Seerat's little brother, Siddharth (Nawazuddin Siddiqui), a 14-year-old aspiring actor. Akash finds out
that Seerat was being exploited by his manager (Mukul Dev), who was making him do bad things for money. Seerat was trying
to get his revenge on him for throwing him out of a taxi after having beaten him. While in the taxi, Seerat saw his manager
being beaten by thugs. He also saw one of the thugs taking his video camera phone and throwing it off the balcony of his hotel.
The thug was later arrested and the other one had escaped. Akash meets Seerat's ex-girlfriend Deepa (Uma Sharma) and their
friends, and they help him in his mission to find Seerat. They make a plan to get the location of the apartment where the crime
happened. Deepa and her friends help Akash sneak in to the apartment and steal evidence. Akash finds a molester, Takpatti
(Jaspal Bhatti), who is being blackmailed f3e1b3768c
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